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Wolfenstein: The New Order is a single player first person shooter developed by MachineGames. 
The Wolfenstein series is perhaps one of the most storied franchises of gaming, dating back to the 1981 
installment Castle Wolfenstein, and more importantly the revolutionary 1992 Wolfenstein 3D. It's a series 
that has been around for a vast period of time as far as  the gaming industry is concerned, and one that has
gone through numerous iterations over the years. The issue that consequently arises for the new 
installment, The New Order, is this: what can the title do or change about the franchise that makes it a 
worthy and enjoyable addition, rather than a retread? The New Order's story takes place in 1960's Europe 
in an alternate history, where the Nazis won World War II and dominated the majority of the world. The 
game draws much of its thematic appeal from this, as the freedom from the generic World War II timeline 
allows new life to enter into the series. The New Order does suffer from an enormous oversight in terms of 
the juxtaposition of tones between gameplay and story. However, the gameplay itself, coupled with a 
surprisingly cerebral plot and cast of characters, allows The New Order to be a satisfying and fast paced, 
albeit confused, FPS experience.

In an odd sense, The New Order's story is the origin of both its greatest successes and failures. 
Thematically, The New Order is on point. It manages to capture the realistically grounded villainy of the 
Nazi regime, including their legendary lack of  interest in the moral side of humanity and their desire to 
advance the idea of a perfectly evolved human. Similarly, it also manages to include the more ridiculous 
side of modern portrayals of Nazis. For lack of a better description, the over the top “techno-punk” aspect; 
cybernetic dogs, organic yet mechanized soldiers and so on. However,  what's so powerful about The New 
Order's plot is just how personal it is, and how much of it is framed through the relationship between B.J. 
Blaskowicz, the game's protagonist, and his love interest Anya Oliwa. It's a bold decision by MachineGames
to focus so intently on a love story as the guiding path for a game that, at its core, is about gunning down 
Nazis in wildly violent ways. Surprisingly, it works. You don't feel as though you're killing Nazis only to halt
their march of total world domination, but also to secure a future for B.J. and Anya specifically. It makes the
game more than a simple revenge story between B.J. and Deathshead, the main protagonist, and more than
just a romp around mid 20th century Europe eradicating the entire Nazi regime. It adds weight, and it gives
the player a concrete idea of what he or she is actually fighting for; the idyllic and loving peaceful life, one 
that's focused on enjoying what you have and the moments that brings (suggested through many of B.J.'s 
dreams). This is, of course, a direct tonal contradiction to mentality of the Nazis in the game's universe, 
and one that seems very much intentional. 

Yet, the issue of an enormous contradiction is what so negatively affects The New Order 's plot. That
contradiction comes between the juxtaposition of the dramatically serious story, and the over the top and 
violent “arcadey” gameplay The New Order features. There's a huge dissonance between hearing B.J.'s 
cerebral train of thought about his childhood (which intelligently links back to the theme of positive 
moments in time) in one instance, and in the next careening through a window and smashing a Nazi's skull
like an overripe melon. This odd contrast is The New Order's largest issue. The game asks you to take its 
story and characters seriously, but the driving gameplay is about as over the top and ridiculous as it gets. 
The most damning implication of this is that the approach ultimately breaks game immersion. It's hard to 
take a story seriously when the moments between plot points are filled with B.J. cracking one liners while 
he savagely garrotes a Nazi general. It then becomes challenging to see The New Order as strictly an 
homage to older FPS games like Wolfenstein 3D and the 1993 title Doom  because while the gameplay may 
support it, the involved and mature story certainly does not. 

When it comes to the characters of The New Order, by far the most impressive achievement is what 
MachineGames were able to create in B.J. Before even going into the actual character of B.J., it must be 
stated how immaculately well done his physical design is. His fitting sadness and mental fatigue are 
conveyed through his sunken and tired eyes, as well as his colorless face. He truly looks like someone 
whose experienced the exhaustion and depletion of war. That is all secondary, however, to how well 
written B.J. is. Despite his “hulkish” physical appearance, which the game often refers to in a tongue in 



cheek manner, B.J. feels very much like a real person. He has desires outside of the resistance's main plot 
line, and we're given a lot of intriguing background about his character through his disjointed yet 
compelling monologues. For example, we learn B.J.'s father was abusive, and would often lock him in a 
closet when he misbehaved. This perhaps explains  why B.J. so adamantly opposes the Nazis, as he has 
developed a loathing of individuals exploiting their absolute power. While it's a small point, it aptly depicts
why the game can be defined as cerebral in terms of its plotting and writing. For lack of a better 
explanation, The New Order is a very intelligent game in terms of how it fits B.J. into the world, and how he 
is made human and appealing. 

Having said that, many of the side characters do struggle to define an identity with their limited 
screen time. Perhaps the biggest casualty of this is the The New Order's antagonist, Deathshead. While he is
set up in a sufficiently vile way, he never really escapes the confines of “he's evil because he's a Nazi, and 
he's a Nazi because he's evil.” In fact, during the final boss battle he'll often taunt you with the insult “die 
allied swine!” It's an obvious homage to Wolfenstein 3D as it's the same thing Mecha-Hitler yells, but when 
the developers have gone so out of their way to create an intelligent story and protagonist, it mostly just 
comes across as silly. It's another example of the game trying to support both an absurd and solemn tone 
simultaneously. 

There are some well done and engaging members of the ensemble cast, like the brain damaged 
Max Hass and former Nazi Klaus Kreutz, who exhibit a basic yet moving depiction of a father son 
relationship despite the two not being related. The pairing of the duo doesn't necessarily do much that's 
unique or revolutionary, but it's a good vehicle for depicting the protection of humanity and morality that 
the resistance stands for. They're characters with more than one dimension, and that alone is enough to be
intriguing. Yet, as previously mentioned most of the side characters unfortunately fizzle. Like Deathshead, 
they just aren't given enough time to develop. Even when they do get screen time they often revert to 
stereotypes like B.J.'s squad member Fergus Reid being the “sarcastic Scot,” or  the resistance's leader 
Caroline Becker being the “tough female.”  Perhaps their lack of development is a symptom of the The New 
Order's shorter campaign, but ultimately that's just an excuse as many games have done more with 
characters in a shorter amount of time.

Although it's the most straight forward component of the game, The New Order's gameplay is a 
blast. First and fort most, it nails the most key component of being an enjoyable FPS. The guns feel good; 
they feel like they actually have weight, and the satisfaction of mowing down enemies with them is 
fantastic. There's also no gun that feels especially weak or strong in the small meta of the game, which 
allows for a good amount of choice for different encounters. One could make the argument that the laser 
weapons are a bit strong, but ammo for them is limited to specific check points. A probably necessary 
disclaimer is that I'm usually not the biggest fan of the FPS genre in general, as I often find the gameplay 
becomes repetitive. The New Order was fun enough to play that it kept my attention throughout the 
campaign. 

My biggest debate with the game comes through the length of that campaign. Playing on the 
hardest difficulty, the main story took me just over ten hours. That's very much on the short side, 
especially for a title that doesn't add content in another way (think multiplayer, designed challenges or 
missions, etc.). I mentioned before that one of my biggest gripes with FPS games is that they often become 
repetitive and tired. Part of me thinks its good The New Order isn't especially long so that it didn't outstay 
it's welcome. Still, The New Order is ultimately lacking in things to do, and the only real level of 
replayability the game has is an early choice that affects two side characters. 

One small, final note that I believe needs mentioning is how gracefully The New Order handles 
stealth. Specifically, it's entirely optional. There's nothing more infuriating than a game forcing the player 
into clunky, unappealing stealth sections. In The New Order, you can sneak around dispatching Nazi's 
silently, or you can combat slide in dual wielding shotguns. The choice is completely up to the player, and 
it's that freedom that helps keep The New Order fresh throughout its story mode. Perhaps more 
importantly, the stealth is actually functional. In so many first or third person shooters, stealth feels like a 
feature that was tacked on at the last second just so the developers could say it's there, and the result is a 
stealth system that feels incomplete or confusing. The New Order allows it to revolve entirely around 
player decision, and that's what makes it so successful. 



The New Order certainly has a lot to live up to in the Wolfenstein franchise, and while it may not be 
the best or most revolutionary title in the series, it certainly holds its own. Without a doubt, The New 
Order is a flawed game, one that struggles to find an identity throughout its relatively short campaign. Still,
it appeals to the number one rule of first person shooters: it's fun to play. It isn't dragged down by 
superfluous features or gameplay additions, and it exhibits a surprisingly in-depth protagonist, one the 
player can connect to. It's a testament to MachineGames that they were able to reboot such a loved 
franchise effectively, and ultimately create a game that is slick in its gameplay, and intelligent in its story 
telling. While these two components may be at odds, they each provide something for the vast subsets of 
gamers, a fact that will no doubt benefit The New Order as it settles into the Wolfenstein canon. 

Score: 8.2


